THE HEART OF THE DUSTLESS SYSTEM
157 CFM, NO SUCTION LOSS WHEN IN SELF CLEANING MODE

Power dial: Adjust to provide tool with proper power/amp supply

Durable wheels: Large rear wheels. Front wheels swivel and can lock for ease of use

Electromagnetic cleaning process: Vacuum maintains suction while cleaning

Mode selection dial

Tool outlet: The vacuum starts and stops automatically when the tool is turned on/off

Flip door release

WET / DRY Capable

Hose locking system: The vacuum can be pulled across the job site

MADE IN GERMANY

9 GALLON CAPACITY

157 CFM AIRFLOW

ACCESSORIES

Fleece Pre-filter Bags (5) 630334000
PE Collection Bags (5) 630325000
Paper Filter Bags (5) 631935000
1-1/2" x 13' Anti-static Suction Hose 631370000
Standard Polyester Filter Set (2) 631934000
HEPA filter set (2) 630326000

SURFACE GRINDING / PREPARATION

5" Handheld Scarifier RFEV 19-125 RT
5" Variable Speed Concrete Grinder RSEV 19-125 RT
5" Variable Speed Concrete Grinder RSEV 17-125 Set

AUTO CLEAN VACUUM

157 CFM

ASR 35 ACP HEPA Auto Clean Vacuum 602057800

TABLE 1 COMPLIANT

NEW

5" Concrete Cutter Set T 13-125 CED Set
5" TuckPoint Set T 13-125 TuckPoint Set
Wall Chaser MFE 40

NEW
## TABLE 1 COMPLIANT GRINDING / CUTTING / SCORING

### ANGLE GRINDERS

- **4 1/2" / 5" Angle Grinder**
  - Model: W 1100-125

- **4 1/2" / 5" Angle Grinder (Electronic Variable Speed)**
  - Model: WEV 15-125 Quick

- **Electronic 5" Angle Grinder with Non-locking Paddle Switch, Brake, Auto-balance and Drop Secure**
  - Model: WEVBA 17-125 Quick DS

- **Electronic Variable Speed 6" Angle Grinder**
  - Model: WEV 15-150 HT

### SHROUDS

- **GED Grinding Shroud**
  - Model: 626732000

- **5" Clip-on Dustless Cutting Shroud**
  - Model: 630401000

- **CED 125 Plus Anti-Static Cutting Shroud with rolling guides**
  - Model: 626731000

- **Dustless Tuckpoint Guard**
  - Fits all professional angle grinders
  - Model: 628216000

### ROTARY HAMMERS

- **1" SDS-Plus Hammer**
  - Model: KHE D-26

- **1 9/16" SDS-Max Hammer**
  - Model: KHEV 5-40 BL

- **1 3/4" SDS-Max Comb. Hammer**
  - Model: KHEV 8-45 BL

- **2 1/16" SDS-Max Demolition / Chipping Hammer**
  - Model: KHEV 11-52 BL

- **1 1/4" SDS-Plus Hammer**
  - Model: KHA 36-18 LTX 32 (2x18V)

- **1 9/16" SDS-Max Hammer**
  - Model: KH 5-40

- **2 1/16" SDS-Max Demolition / Chipping Hammer**
  - Model: KHEV 11-52 BL

### EXTRACTORS

- **Dust extractor for drilling and chiseling**
  - Model: ESA Max

- **157 CFM ASR 35 ACP HEPA Auto-Clean HEPA Vacuum**
  - Model: 602057800

### OBJECTIVE DATA

- **1" SDS-Plus Comb18V Hammer with integrated dust extraction**
  - Model: KHA 18 LTX BL 24 + ISA 18 LTX
  - 1,200 RPM 4,500 BPM

- **9" Masonry Cutting Tool**
  - Model: T 24-230 MVT CED
  - 6,600 RPM 15 Amps

- **7" Surface Prep Kit**
  - Model: W 24-230 MVT with Dust Control Shroud
  - 6,600 RPM